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Abstract
Purpose In “human teleoperation” (HT), mixed reality (MR) and haptics are used to tightly couple an expert leader to
a human follower [1]. To determine the feasibility of HT for teleultrasound, we quantify the ability of humans to track a
position and/or force trajectory via MR cues. The human response time, precision, frequency response, and step response
were characterized, and several rendering methods were compared.
Methods Volunteers (n=11) performed a series of tasks as the follower in our HT system. The tasks involved tracking pre-
recorded series of motions and forces while pose and force were recorded. The volunteers then performed frequency response
tests and filled out a questionnaire.
Results Following force and pose simultaneously was more difficult but did not lead to significant performance degradation
versus following one at a time. On average, subjects tracked positions, orientations, and forces with RMS tracking errors of
6.2 ± 1.9 mm, 5.9 ± 1.9◦, 1.0 ± 0.3 N, steady-state errors of 2.8 ± 2.1 mm, 0.26 ± 0.2 N, and lags of 345.5 ± 87.6 ms,
respectively. Performance decreased with input frequency, depending on the input amplitude.
Conclusion Teleoperating a person through MR is a novel concept with many possible applications. However, it is unknown
what performance is achievable and which approaches work best. This paper thus characterizes human tracking ability in MR
HT for teleultrasound, which is important for designing future tightly coupled guidance and training systems using MR.

Keywords Teleoperation · Human–computer interaction · Ultrasound · Robotics · AR/VR

Introduction

Teleguidance is becoming more important in a wide range
of fields, from remote maintenance and monitoring [2] to
telemedicine [3]. The latter has grown in importance partic-
ularly in the last years due to the COVID-19 pandemic. One
important and heavily studied form of telemedicine is teleul-
trasound (TUS). In the last 2 years alone, this has found
applications in rural or under-resourced environments, for
COVID-19 safety, and for training [4, 5]. To improve teleul-
trasound, a novel systemdubbed “human teleoperation” (HT)
was introduced based on mixed reality (MR) [1]. In brief,
a novice person carries out an US procedure by following
the motion and force of a virtual US probe projected onto
the patient via a mixed reality headset. The virtual probe
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is controlled in real time by a remote expert who sees the
US images and a video stream of the patient. This improves
performance over video conference-based teleguidance by
creating a tighter coupling between the leader and follower,
yet is more flexible and accessible than robotic TUS.

MR has long been used to augment a person’s sensory
capabilities by overlaying medical images or volumetric
models in situ for ultrasound-guided needle biopsies [6],
robot-assisted and laparoscopic surgery [7], and more. Some
implementations also include static guides illustrating where
to align an instrument [8]. However, to our knowledge no
other system has used dynamic hand-over-hand guidance
to enable an expert to effectively teleoperate a novice per-
son. This has traditionally been the task of robots, whose
performance characteristics are precisely known, but the per-
formance characteristics of the human follower in HT have
never been studied.

Similar research has been carried out for the development
of haptic devices. Of particular interest are the visual-motor
response time (RT), frequency response of the hand, and
accuracy in positioning and force exertion. Tan compiled
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several measures including an approximate JND for force
sensing of 7%, a JND for wrist angle of 2◦, and a resolution
for applied forces of 0.36 N [9]. The spatial resolution of
hand movements is approximately 0.5–2.5mm [10]. It was
found that the somatosensory system can perceive vibrotac-
tile stimuli up to 1 kHz, though the ability to apply forces is
far more limited, with a force control bandwidth of approxi-
mately 20–30 Hz and closer to 7 Hz in practice [11]. Various
studies have measured a visual-motor RT of 190–300 ms
[12].

While these values constitute approximate limits in
expected human performance, they do not describe the abil-
ity of a human to track an input signal, whether visual,
haptic, or auditory. This ability to track has great impli-
cations for AR/VR interfaces and teleguidance systems,
enabling technologies such as our HT system. This paper
therefore characterizes human tracking performance, using
mixed reality input to follow positions, orientations, and
forces, both individually and simultaneously. We determine
frequency responses, tracking bandwidth, root-mean-square
(RMS) error, steady state error, reaction time, and rise time,
among other important factors. Step response tests with the
system are described in [13].

These results are important not only to determine the feasi-
bility and expected effectiveness of our specific TUS system,
but also more broadly to inform future mixed or virtual real-
ity human–computer interfaces. The expected performance
measures give designers a baseline in building new applica-
tions, including how fast a person will react or follow virtual
cues, how precisely a person will move or apply forces,
and what type of rendering the human brain reacts to best.
The results also allow such a system to be modeled mathe-
matically, which will be essential in designing teleoperation
controllers.

Methods

The HT prototype used in this paper was previously intro-
duced [1, 14]. HT for ultrasound (US) involves an expert
sonographer at a medical center (the “expert”), and a novice
“follower” in a remote locationwho carries out theUSexami-
nation.The followerwears amixed reality headset (Microsoft
HoloLens 2) which projects a three-dimensional virtual US
probe into the leader’s visual field. This virtual probe is con-
trolled in real time using a haptic device (3DSystems Touch
X) by the expert, who sees the US images and video feed
from the HoloLens in real time, and receives force feedback
via the haptic device. The follower matches the position and
orientation (pose) and force of the virtual probe as it moves
according to the expert’s input, thus achieving teleoperation.

The system logs all data during the tests and can play
back prerecorded or generated motion and force sequences

on the follower side. An overview is shown in Fig. 1. The
follower was given a 3D printed object shaped exactly like a
Clarius C3HD3 probe, but with a 6-axis force/torque sensor
at the tip (ATI Nano25), and an electromagnetic pose sensor
(driveBAY, Northern Digital) embedded in the hand grip, as
far from themetal force sensor as possible. Thepose and force
of the follower were thus measured throughout the tests.

The sensors were connected to a PC running a.NET pro-
gram which read in the data and sent it to the HoloLens
via WiFi, over a WebRTC connection, which adds up to 5
ms delay to the measurements [13]. This delay was mea-
sured in real time, and the reported latencies in the results
were adjusted accordingly. The electromagnetic force sen-
sor readings were transformed to the HoloLens frame by
placing two ArUco markers [15] in known positions on
the magnetic transmitter, which defines the sensor frame.
The HoloLens detected the pose of both markers (Mitchell
Doughty GitHub1 and found the optimal transform between
the frames. The electromagnetic tracking is accurate to 1.4
mm and 0.5◦, and the force sensor has 0.02–0.06 N resolu-
tion.

To test rendering schemes for the human–computer inter-
action, 4 renderings of the virtual probe were tested. For
pose teleoperation, an US probe shape was tested, as was the
same shape with the middle removed (Fig. 1), to test whether
occlusion of the real probe by the hologram affects control
accuracy. For forces, two schemes were tested: (1) changing
the color of the virtual probe continuously from blue (too lit-
tle force) to green (good force) to red (toomuch force) and (2)
using an error-bar (EB) which grew away from the patient
and turned blue (too little force), shrunk down and turned
green (good force), and grew toward the patient and turned
slowly red (toomuch force) (Fig. 1). The calculation involved
subtracting the measured force from the desired one.

Volunteers (n = 11, aged 20–64 years, mean 32. 36%
female) were recruited to perform a series of tasks. By
design, the volunteers came from a variety of backgrounds
including engineering graduate and undergraduate students,
a medical student, a physicist, a surgeon, an engineering
professor, a lawyer, and an architecture student. They were
first given a demonstration of how to use the system and
allowed to try it for 1min. The tasks included following 2
sequences of prerecorded motions and 2 sequences of prere-
corded forces (single parameter tracking), and 4 sequences
in which motions (tangent to surface) and forces (normal to
rigid surface) were tracked simultaneously (dual parameter
tracking). Each sequence was 1-3min long, and each subject
carried out the exact same sequences. During each single
parameter test, a different one of the four rendering schemes
was used. During the dual parameter tests, all four combi-
nations of the rendering schemes were used. The order of

1 https://github.com/doughtmw/ArUcoDetectionHoloLens-Unity.
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Fig. 1 System overview: a electromagnetic tracker (on device and sep-
arate, with thumb tack for scale); b dummy US probe; c force sensor;
d electromagnetic sensing transmitter with ArUco markers for registra-

tion; e follower with HoloLens 2; f follower side user interface; g force
rendering schemes (color and error-bar) with full and partial probe

rendering schemes was randomized to avoid learning effects
or bias due to the prerecordedmotions being slightly different
from each other.

Next, the subjects performed a frequency response test
(“Frequency response” section) for both pose and force. An
equally relevant step response test is described in [13]. The
frequency response consisted of a sinusoidal input signal
which increased in frequency every 5 oscillations until the
follower was unable to track it.

All desired and measured force, position, and orientation
data were saved with timestamps at a sampling rate of 36
Hz on the HoloLens to avoid clock drift between devices
and were analyzed using MATLAB. Desired and measured
values were aligned using the timestamps and resampled so
each sample lined up in time. Resampling was performed by
linear interpolation for position and force data, and spher-
ical interpolation for quaternions (MATLAB slerp.m). The
desired andmeasured signals were then subtracted from each
other element-wise to determine errors. Tracking lags were
calculated by finding the time delay that maximized the nor-
malized cross-correlation between the measured and input
signal.

In addition to the numerical data, the volunteers filled out
a questionnaire. This aimed to determine how the users per-
ceived the tasks in terms of physical and cognitive difficulty,
and which rendering schemes they preferred. This could then
be compared to the numerical results and gives useful insight
into the challenge of HT from the follower’s perspective.
Statistical significance was measured using the two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.

Results

Tracking tests

Every volunteer followed a series of prerecordedmotions and
forces for the first eight tests. Example position and orien-
tation tracking results are shown in Fig. 2a, b for an average
user. Example force tracking is shown in Fig. 2c, d. Numer-
ical tracking results are outlined in Table 1.

There is no statistically significant difference between
the full and partial rendering for pose tracking accuracy or
lag, though the mean lag is slightly better with full probe,
while the mean tracking accuracy is better with partial probe.
This indicates that the full probe does cause some accuracy
problems by occluding the real probe, which several users
commented on. This is very dependent on the ambient light;
in a better-lit environment, the occlusion was much less.
Additionally, the user interface includes an opacity setting in
which the user can adjust the alpha level of the probe color.
From the questionnaire, testers consistently had no prefer-
ence between partial and full.

On the other hand, for force tracking, the EB is clearly
superior, which can be seen in Fig. 2. On the questionnaire,
all users indicated a strong preference for the EB, with all
users commenting that it was much easier to see when the
force error was zero by seeing the EB disappear as opposed
to trying to see if the probe color was truly green, or had
a slight blue or red tinge. Additionally, the tracking lag is
significantly better with EB than with color force.

The next four tests involved tracking force and pose simul-
taneously. The overall results are found in Table 1. Despite
the large differences in the single parameter tracking, none
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Fig. 2 Example motion tracking test a, b and force tracking test c, d
from one user whose results were approximately average. Solid lines
are the input signal, while dotted lines are themeasuredmotion or force.

The force tracking is plotted for two different rendering schemes, show-
ing clear performance improvement using the error-bar

of the differences between the four rendering methods is sig-
nificant in dual parameter tracking, except that Full+EB is
significantly faster than Partial+EB (p = 0.014) and is the
fastest on average. It is possible that with the Partial+EB ren-
dering, the follower is presented with too much information,
which is good for accuracy but impacts the tracking lag.

The performance differences between single and dual
parameter tracking are inTable 2, showing someperformance
detriment from tracking both parameters at once, though only
rotation error is statistically significant. Looking at the indi-
vidual rendering schemes, EB alone was significantly faster
than Full+Color (p = 0.045), Partial+Color (p = 0.050),

and Partial+EB (p < 0.001), but not Full+EB. Similarly,
dual parameter renderings involving color force were sig-
nificantly slower and less accurate than all single parameter
tracking modes (p = 0.01 to 0.02). Conversely, Full+EB
performs about as well as tracking just force. Hence, with
Full+EB tracking, accuracy and speed are not significantly
worse than single parameter tracking.

All participants stated in the questionnaire that dual
parameter tracking constituted a greater cognitive load than
single parameter tracking (average score (4.36 ± 0.81)/5
where 5 = much harder and 1 = much easier). Addition-
ally, force tracking was more mentally demanding ((3.36 ±
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Table 1 Single and dual parameter tracking results (mean ± std. deviation)

Single param Full Partial Color Error-bar

Lag (ms) 346.23 ± 118.15 358.91 ± 57.53 469 ± 107.10 255 ± 118.88

p-value 0.76 < 0.001

RMS error 8.1 ± 1.7 mm
7.7 ± 2.5◦

6.24 ± 1.93 mm
5.93 ± 1.85◦

1.69 ± 0.43 N 0.99 ± 0.29 N

p-value 0.38 0.001

Dual param Full+Color Full+EB Partial+Color Partial+EB

Lag (ms) 408.72 ± 175.36 345.5 ± 87.60 435.28 ± 219.90 478.13 ± 126.46

RMS error 8.7 ± 1.6 mm
7.00 ± 2.31◦
1.46 ± 0.33N

8.5 ± 1.4 mm
7.27 ± 2.25◦
1.25 ± 0.33N

8.9 ± 1.9 mm
8.11 ± 2.65◦
1.40 ± 0.23 N

8.6 ± 2.5 mm
7.48 ± 1.97◦
1.26 ± 0.20 N

0.50)/5) than pose tracking (2.18 ± 0.60)/5). The system
scored (2.36 ± 0.81)/5 for physical demand (where 5 =
very demanding), and no participant became dizzy.

Frequency response

The frequency responses are plotted in Fig. 3, with a fitted
average response and 95% confidence interval. The fitted
curves are second degree polynomials, which were found to
give the best fit. We see that in tracking position, some users
managed to get to 2Hz, although with large phase lag. For
phase lag less than 180◦, users could follow up to 1Hz. In this
range, the phase delay trend was uniform among users and
the gain was > −3 dB. Tracking forces was substantially
more difficult despite not actually having to move. This is
likely due to the less directly intuitive visual force control.
While phase delay remained fairly small, it quickly became
impossible to follow signals faster than about 0.35 Hz. There
was a strong trend among all participants where phase angle
initially decreased slightly with frequency. This is possibly
because users were initially careful to be as accurate as pos-
sible, but quickly switched their focus to following quickly
enough. It is unlikely that the users learned and improved
during the low frequency, since these tests were carried out
last. Force tracking gain decreased rapidly with frequency as
users failed to match the desired force quickly enough before
it changed again. Relatively good force performance could
be achieved at less than about 0.25 Hz.

We next look at the dependency of the frequency response
on the input signal amplitude. Stocco found that the human
hand force bandwidth was 7 Hz for small motions but
dropped past 5 Hz for larger motions [16]. From prelimi-
nary tests with a subset of the volunteers, we obtained the
responses in Fig. 4. We see that the users were able to con-
tinue following positions for longer as the motion amplitude
decreased, but that the trend in gain and phase was about the
same, irrespective of amplitude. This implies that the users

were physically able to make fast enough motions (as shown
in [16]), but that their ability to follow was cognitively or
visually limited as the virtual probe began to move too fast.
With force tracking, we see the opposite trend because no
motion is required. Instead, as the desired force differences
became very small and approached the human hand’s JND,
it became hard to match them precisely, so the smaller forces
were harder to follow.

Closely related tests of step response were carried out
with the same volunteers and measurement system and are
presented in [13]. Due to space constraints, they could not
be included here, but human response time was found to be
628.3 ± 102.3 ms and 171.5 ± 85.9 ms, with steady state
RMS error of 2.8 ± 2.1 mm and 0.26 ± 0.16 N for position
and force, respectively.

Discussion

In this paper, we have introduced a measurement system
based on the HT concept [1] and used it to perform a
number of measurements of human performance in mixed
reality pose and force teleoperation. Additionally, the human
response to different rendering schemes was compared.

Itwas found that the error-bar force renderingwas superior
to color-based force, and there was little difference between
full and partial probe rendering, but that the opacity of the
probe is a matter of personal preference and should thus
continue to be adjustable. With full probe + error-bar ren-
dering, tracking both pose and force simultaneously did not
lead to a statistically significant decrease in performance,
though it was more mentally demanding. This shows that
high performing HT, in which poses and forces are tracked
simultaneously, accurately, and quickly, is feasible. For US
procedures, motions are generally slow and do not coincide
temporally with large force variations, so the requirements
for simultaneous pose and force tracking are much less strict
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Table 2 Overall single versus
dual parameter tracking

Single Dual p-value

Position error (mm) 7.9 ± 2.1 8.6 ± 1.9 0.16

Rotation error (◦) 6.08 ± 1.84 7.44 ± 2.18 0.02

Force error (N) 1.32 ± 0.28 1.34 ± 0.50 0.81

Lag (ms) 362.29 ± 125.73 431.81 ± 183.93 0.062

Fig. 3 Frequency responses. The black line is the fitted curve, and the dotted line is 95% CI. Phase refers to phase lag, where the follower lags the
expert

than those considered in this paper. However, for other appli-
cations of HT, requirements may be more stringent. While
this study shows the potential for good performance in HT, it
does not assess the feasibility in real-world scenarios includ-
ing sonographers and patients. Future work will include a
clinical human study to build off the preliminary work in [1].

The visual force renderings tested here are not the only
possibilities. For example, a second virtual probe could be
rendered, offset from the primary one in a direction and by
an offset proportional to the force error. Alternatively, an
arrow could be used instead of the error-bar. Both of these
methods include directional information which was lacking
in the renderings tested here. However, forces in US are gen-
erally normal to the surface of the patient. Thus, single-axis
force renderingmay be sufficient or even preferable as excess
information may slow down the follower, as seen in the
Partial+EB rendering in “Tracking Tests” Section. Having
a second virtual probe could also lead to confusion. This was
the motivation for the two tested force rendering schemes.
They are relatively simple and allow the user to keep their
eyes on the US probe.

A third alternative which will be explored in future work
is to offset the virtual probe itself from the desired posi-
tion by an amount proportional to the force error and an
estimated impedance of the patient tissue. In this way, by
matching the rendered pose, the follower would automati-

cally match the desired force as well, while effectively only
tracking a single parameter at a time. However, for relatively
stiff tissue, this would rely on the follower tracking very
small differences in position. As shown in [13], the position
resolution is approximately 3mm. Finally, it is possible that
using a color map other than red/green/blue would lead to
better tracking, depending on the preferential sensitivity of
the human eye to certain changes in color [17]. Conversely, it
has been shown that the human auditory system has a band-
widthof 20kHzcompared to50Hz for visual perception [11].
Thus, force feed-forward could potentially also be achieved
through auditory signals.

Several frequency response measures are outlined in
“Introduction” section which can be compared to the val-
ues found in this study. The bandwidth of the human hand
was found to be approximately 5–7 Hz [11, 16]. While this
measures how fast a human hand can move or control forces,
our study explored the ability of people to follow a desired
signal, which is likely limited by the visual and cognitive sys-
tems rather than thehand. Indeed, for decent performance, the
volunteers tracked up to 1 Hz input signals. This is approxi-
mately in the same order of magnitude as the maximum hand
capabilities.

Several users commented that theywerebecoming fatigued
by the end of the tests, after prolonged intense focus and
visual stimulation. It is therefore likely that a well-rested
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Fig. 4 Frequency responses at different input signal amplitudes. For position, smaller signal amplitudes are generally easier to follow, while the
trend is less clear for force

group of volunteers performing the frequency and step
responses again would perform better, although the differ-
ence would likely be relatively small. This is also one reason
why we did not test further rendering schemes. Additionally,
it has been shown that this type of behavior is a learned skill
[18], so with training we might also expect improved results.

The described tests were performed on a TUS system.
Correct pose and force are important in US to obtain good
quality images and are very difficult for a novice user to
achieve without tightly-coupled expert guidance.While pose
ensures the correct anatomy is visualized, force is equally
important. The sonographer must avoid deformation of some
anatomies or push down hard under the ribs to view oth-
ers. The force control thus requires accurate feedback of the
forces or replication of the patient on the expert side, which
will be the topic of future work and is discussed in [1]. This
paper focuses on the human MR tracking ability in TUS,
but the only US-specific factor in the presented tests is the
shape of the virtual probe. Additionally, most motion and
force sequences were faster and more difficult to follow than
typical US exams. Thus, the results are expected to general-
ize well to other applications of HT. Indeed, there are many
other applications where such teleoperation could be useful,
including remote maintenance, inspection, and teaching.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have measured human performance in
tracking a desired pose and force sequence through an MR
interface.While tracking was found to be strongly dependent

on the rendering scheme, humans can track pose and force
simultaneouslywith a lag of 345.5±87.6ms, andRMS track-
ing errors of 8.5±1.4 mm, 7.27±2.25◦, and 1.25±0.33 N.
Steady state errors are significantly better, at 2.8±2.1mmand
0.26 ± 0.16 N. Tracking of signals with good performance
is possible up to a bandwidth of about 1 Hz for position and
0.25 Hz for forces, both of which depend on the magnitude
of the input signal. Rendering the full ultrasound probe with
error-bar-based force feedbackwasmost effective, and track-
ing both force and pose simultaneously was cognitivelymore
difficult but did not lead to statistically significant degrada-
tion in performance. Ultimately, these values and results can
serve as a guide for the design of future MR (or AR/VR)
interfaces and demonstrate that HT for teleultrasound and
likely other applications can provide good performance.
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